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I love little pussy: Her coat is so warm, and now so affordable! Â

From the time The Big Penis

Book was published, readers anticipated The Big Book of Pussy. Granted, perhaps not the same
readers, but the seed had been planted and the calls and letters began flowing in. Once they had
that long-awaited book, some found themselves overwhelmed by the variety and abundance, as
well as the sheer size of the book. As one reviewer wrote, "letâ€™s give credit to forâ€¦the strength
of its packaging. Who wants a 2-ton pussy book being â€™exposedâ€™ for the mailmanâ€¦?" For
those who worry that there can be too much of a good thing, weâ€™ve made a pared down, "best
of" edition of The Big Book of Pussy, a petite little kitten of a book that puts those in-your-face
photos in proper perspective. Now you can follow the evolution of genital exposure with ease,
through 100 years of photos with one thing in common: the exhibitionistic pleasure with which the
models present their feminine pulchritude. And with over 150 photos - 36 new to this book - of the
pet we love to pet, no bothersome text to interrupt the flow, all in a package that wonâ€™t stress the
mailmanâ€™s back, we just may have produced the perfect self-gifter of the year. Text in English,
French, and German
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I already have a copy of the Big Book of Breasts edited by Dian Hanson. It's not only arousing, if
you're into the female breast form, but it has a sense of humor about the subject. More importantly,
it covers the changing standards and style of photographing breasts over the decades, so the book

is as much of a survey and intellectual exploration of the female form as it is for the purposes of
arousal.I have not seen the Big Book of Pussy, so I am making an assumption here, but aside from
the introduction from Dian Hanson which provides a perspective for the photos (and there are some
great, sexy as well as humorous ones -- and the quality of the reproductions are great!), this lacks
the decade by decade exploration which helped give the other book some really interesting
historical perspective. So in the end, it's a good, rather than great book.One cute thing I'll add -- at
the front and the back of the book are the faces of models matched with their individual "pussies".
Each one is different and, in their own way, has their own "personality". My wife, while, flipping
through the book, asked me which one her's resembled. The book was even fun for her.

It's not only little in dimensions, but there is no text too. The text content of "New Erotic Photography
vol. 1" is great.

Nothing new or great. If you like this stuff you may like the book. I decided not to get the other books
in the set.
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